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From the Director’s deskFrom the Director’s deskFrom the Director’s deskFrom The Chairperson’s DeskFrom The Chairperson’s Desk....From The Chairperson’s Desk....From The Chairperson’s Desk....
Heartiest congratulations,

 for your excellent 
Performance in the Academic

 Session 2020-21

Dr. Mahima Malik 
Director 

Dr.(Mrs.) S. D. MALIK
Chairperson  

Lovely Group of Schools

Going ahead with the vision of the school - To be and to create happy, 

successful , progressive, value oriented  and  balanced  human  

being in all aspects of life, Respected Dr. INDER MALIK Sir-  

School Mentor, conducted Lakshya workshop for the school faculty.  

This workshop focused on energizing the teachers with the tools of 

mindfulness. The three assets  highlighted by Sir  to lead a happy 

and mindful life were :- Accept and love yourself, forgiveness and 

gratitude. The interactive and fun filled session embarked the 

teachers on the journey of balancing the mind and body, using life 

skills effectively.

Programme Lakshya - The Art of living, a healthy, happy, successful life.

Mindfulness - A Conscious JourneyMindfulness - A Conscious JourneyMindfulness - A Conscious Journey

We are living in a fast changing 
world. The pace of change is 
indeed so  fast  that  a lmost 
every th ing  seems  to  be  in 
transformation mode.This year 
w e  h a v e  s e e n  a  g r e a t 
transformation of the Real 

Classroom into the Virtual Classroom. Knowledge is no 
longer constrained by time and space. It has expanded 
beyond the classrooms. Youth of today exhibits 
unparalleled genius and is to be prepared for global stage. 
Our pedagogical practices are shifting from teaching to 
learning. In emerging global dynamics, educators at 
Lovely Public International School play the role of change 
managers, designing curriculum which focusses on value 
orientation. We aim at grooming the students into ethical 
and principled leaders of tomorrow, whose thoughts and 
actions are deeply embedded in the values and culture of 
our land. As a premier educational institution, we are 
known for creating our own benchmarks and elevating 
ourselves to higher planes.

Like a sapling that grows with 
careful nurturing and supervision, 
we at Lovely Public International 
School takes pride in creating 
f u t u r e  s c h o l a r s .  M o u l d i n g 
impressionable minds and guiding 
them on the right paths, lit with 
learning and knowledge, is a challenging and a very 
responsible job. A job that cannot be taken up without total 
dedication and passion. We, as educators and managers of 
this task, hope that our sincere efforts will bear fruit in the 
success of our students. Lovely Public International School 
provides students an opportunity to learn in the truest sense 
of the term, in a spirit of inquiry. This love and thirst for 
learning is what we help develop in young children, which 
stays with them for the rest of their lives. The excellent 
facilities are a perfect backdrop for developing the student’s 
co-curricular skills and personality. Art, craft, elocution and 
games - all form a healthy link to their basic education. We 
ensure the all-round development of students so that they are 
able to face the challenges of the world confidently and 
successfully. Our carefully chosen faculty is highly trained 
and keeps abreast of the latest developments in  education. 

We always guide the students to balance their mind-body and 
soul to reach the pinnacle of the success. 

May all my students flourish with every passing day. 

Wish you all good luck.

Heartiest congratulations,
 for your excellent 

Performance in the Academic
 Session 2020-21

Life is about moving on,
accepting changes and looking

forward to what makes you
stronger and more complete.
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ACTIVITY CALENDAR

MON

TUE

WED

THU

FRI

SUN

ACTIVITY PLANNER
February-2021 

2

1
   Grade: Nursery to XII

5

4

3

7

9

8

12

11

10

14

15

Basant Panchami 

19

18

17

21

16

Math Activity 

 22

 23

 24

 25

 26

 28

English Poem 
Writing  Activity

Ordinal Numbers Activity

Aeroplane Making English Activity 

Virtual Assembly
 of  Class III

Pineapple Making

Hindi Poem Activity

Evs Project
English Activity (Declamation)

 6

Bindi Pasting Activity

 13  20  27

P.T.M (Grade III - VIII) 
Webinar (Parents & Teachers 

are like God)

EVS Activity (Shapes of  Moon)

Webinar (Fitness Mantra)

Math Project (Shapes)

Healthy Eating  Activity

Living and Non-Living
 Activity

Spring Season ActivityRole Play (Inventors)

Virtual Assembly
 of  Class Nursery

Virtual Assembly
 of  Class II

Virtual Assembly
 of  Class KG

Virtual Assembly
 of  Class I

Fish Making with leaves

Day and Night Activity

Evs Project 

English Activity
(Creative Writing) 

Tall-Short Concept
Star of  the Month

Learning is the product of the activities done by learners.

Homophones Quiz
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It is a matter of immense pride that our students have shown dedication and coped 
with this unusual Academic year 2020-21 with such flying colours. Our children have 
always been our strength and our biggest accomplishment. Our students have set 
higher performance benchmarks for everyone across. Heartiest Congratulations to all 
the students and my profound blessings for you to pursue your dreams. My sincere 
gratitude to all our teachers and parents for their constant guidance, unwavering 
support and for being a source of inspiration for the students. I hope and pray that we 
continue to work together to take our students and our School to new heights.

During the academic year 2020-21,we all had a 
roller coaster ride. Though the trio among the 
parents-students and the school had not let 

any stone unturned to make this unusual year a successful learning 
experience. This success of students in this school is a reflection of the 
hard work, dedication and maturity of the students and the expertise, effort 
and enthusiasm of the teaching and support staff. Words would not be 
enough to praise you all. You have proved that if one thinks beyond the 
comfort zone, one can do anything. Congratulations to all of us for this 
successful and well organized academic year 2020-21.

 I wish you all great success and good health.

Parent’s Perspective

Words  of  AppreciationWords of  Appreciation

M y  s o n 
Gauraksh is 
studying  in 
c l a s s  4  a t 
LPIS, which 
i s  r e a l l y  a 
temple of learning. It was really a tiring 
time  for everyone. It was a very big 
challenge for the school to continue 
lLearning.  I am  very delightful that the 
school has taken every initiative to 
engage students and to sharpen their 
skills even through virtual platform and 
it can not be possible without the 
support of too much talented and 
passionate knowledge providers 
because it was very difficult task to 
manage school from home.  Kudos to all 
the teachers, for their passionate work 
kudos to the one and only Mrs. Sunita 
Dhingra & to school for such a miracle.

Mrs. Rashi Rastogi Mr. Nishant Rastogi

I would like 
to share my 
experience 
with LPIS 

today.  All the teachers are very 
talented and helpful. LPIS is one of 
the best school in East Delhi. Even 
during pandemic time, the school 
has made sure that the studies of 
students do not suffer. Through 
online classes & assigments they 
have made sure that the children 
stay up to date with their studies . 
Every month the school organizes  
RPM Declamation which gives our  
children a boost of confidence & 
motivates them to do better. That's 
why I want to say a huge thanks to 
all the teachers and management. 

P/O Vivaan Bansal
(Grade IV-B)

Mr. Sourabh BansalMrs. Aarti Bansal

Mr. Pankaj JainMrs. Nidhi Jain

P/O Gauraksh Rastogi

As we all 
know this 
w h o l e 
year was 
completed through onl ine 
education  only. Lovely Public 
International School plays a 
very important role in our 
children’s life. The way teachers  
interact with students and teach 
them is really remarkable and 
h igh ly  apprec ia ted .  Hard 
working and dedicated teachers 
have managed studies of each 
and every student wonderfully  
while maintaining discipline. I 
am deeply grateful to all the 
teachers and respected Ms. 
Sunita Dhingra Mam . 

P/O Aarush Tyagi
(Grade IV-C)

P/O Gauraksh Rastogi
(Grade IV-A)

LPIS is an extraordinary School. It has  a 
special learning and teaching criteria for 
the children . A fantastic school with 
fantastic teachers. We  really appreciate 
the fact that the focus is not just finishing 
syllabus but also ensuring that each 
child is learning properly.  It possesses 
the qualities where education and 
culture blend nicely and produce good 
citizens.It is not only providing holistic 
education to the students but also giving 

confidence to 
the students to  
s uc c e s s fu l l y 
step into  next    
level of life. I 
t h a n k   L P I S 
family from the 
bottom of my 
heart. Mr. Ranjan SharmaMrs. Garima Sharma

Lovely Public 
International 
S c h o o l , 
Krishna nagar 
b r a n c h  i s 
p l a y i n g  a 
significant role 
in providing  
hol ist ic  and 

comprehensive education to the 
students. The school focuses on all 
round development of each and every 
child. Staff and teachers possess the 
qualities like sincerity, dedication and 
patience. The session was really tough 
for the students as well as teachers, due 
to pandemic and lockdown. At the end, 
what matters is the result not the 
process and the same was great . 
Teachers took online classes to clear all 
the concepts and helped the students 
through  calls  for better understanding.  
I  also appreciate the school for 
inculcating moral values among 
children and making them a better 
person.

P/O Vibhor Jain (Grade III-B)

P/O Shivansh Gupta (Grade III-A)

Mr. Abhishek GuptaMrs. Kanchan Gupta

The School is making sure that learning 
should not stop. We are very thankful for the 
stupendous amount of efforts put by the 
school  to mitigate the challenge during the 
lockdown. Even the online  competitions and 
activities like R.P.M declamations, Spell Bee, 
virtual Annual day and many more were 
organised very well . This boosted the  
confidence level of my child  beyond  
expectations. Apart from the academics, the 
school  Principal, headmistress and teachers 
are always approachable .The teachers are 
very inspiring, caring and creative .They 
motivate the children to reach at the best of 
their personality. I 
highly recommend  
this school to the  
parents who need 
to seek  admission 
for their wards.
P/O Atharv Sharma (Grade III-C)

Mrs. Poonam Tyagi Mr. Nitin Tyagi

Freel the pride and go on accomplishing  new ventures.Feel the pride and go on accomplishing new ventures.

Mr. Satyam 
Administrative Officer
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THE KNOWLEDABLE BUNCH  Of Class III-A

RITIKA NAGPALAADI JAIN APEKSHA SWAMI RAJAT JAIN MANVI CHHABRA PRANJAL JAIN

RITIKA NAGPALSHUBH GADODIA DELISHA MARWAH NAYAN JAIN NYARA SADH OJAS SHARMA

RITIKA NAGPALMANAN JAIN MISHTI JAIN MAANVIK GUPTA NASHRA QUERSHI SHIVANSH GUPTA

RITIKA NAGPALAAKARSH GANGOTRI RIDHI JAIN NEELANSH NAAGAR JIVIKA MAKHIJA KUNAL SHARMA

RITIKA NAGPALHARSHIV ARORA PRATEEK PARAKH ARJAN JAIN JAHANVI SURANA ANANYA MOHATA
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HEEDFUL NUTS OF CLASS III-B

CHAITANYA AGGARWAL SIDAK GUMBERTRIVANSHU DHAWANVIRAAJ MALIK

AKSHARA VERMAARADHYA JAINNAVYA JAINKHUSHI KOTHARI

TANMAY DUGARRAYYAN SAIFIRANVIJAY YADAVNIPUN LAKHOTIA

MANASVI KOTHARIMADHAV KAUSHIKVIBHOR JAINVACHAN RATHI

VIDHI JAINBHAVYA SWAMIKAVYA KUMARI DHRUV DHOOT
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Passionate Learners

  Of Class III-C

RITIKA NAGPALKASHVI AHUJA RISHIKA TODI AVIKA BANSAL YASHIKA GERA VRIDDHI GARG

RITIKA NAGPALTANISHKA DUNGARWAL AARAV JAIN MANAN AGGARWAL MADHAV MANTRI SAMRIDDHI JAIN

RITIKA NAGPAL JATIN GUMBER ADITYA GUNAWAT ARHAM JAIN AARJAV JAIN

RITIKA NAGPALANSH JAIN NAMAN JHAWAR ATHARV SHARMA RUDRAKSH SETH TEJAS KARNANI

RITIKA NAGPALAADHYA SIKKA JEEVIKA GOYAL

ANURAG SURANA
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RITIKA NAGPAL RITIKA NAGPAL RITIKA NAGPAL RITIKA NAGPALRAKSHIT JAIN PARIDHI JAIN AADYA BHASIN VIVAAN JAIN

RITIKA NAGPAL RITIKA NAGPAL RITIKA NAGPAL RITIKA NAGPALJAI TREHAN VANSHIKA DIXIT ANANYA JAIN GAURAKSH RASTOGI

KNOWLEDGE SEEKERS Of Class IV-A

RITIKA NAGPAL RITIKA NAGPAL RITIKA NAGPALMOUKSH JAIN MANSI DHINGRA EKAVIRA SUKHIJA ARNAV ARORA

RITIKA NAGPAL RITIKA NAGPAL RITIKA NAGPALAKSH GUPTA ANYA JAIN SIDHANT JAINNIYATI THAKUR

RITIKA NAGPAL RITIKA NAGPAL RITIKA NAGPALAADI JAIN TEJAS MITTAL UDAYAN DIXITKASHISH MATHUR
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ASPIRANTS OF CLASS IV-B

ANIRUDRA JAIN LAKSH SADH VIVAAN BANSAL RISHABH NAHAR

HARDIK BHUTERIA ISHDEEP KHERA MUDIT SINGHAL ROSHAN K. CHANDAK

NAYAN JAIN YUG KULHANS AARUSH TYAGI ARNAV JAIN

BHAVYA JAIN SNEHAL SHARMA LEHAR BANSAL VANSHIKA JAIN

AARAV SINGH ANSH GUPTA GOVIND JHANWAR
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MANIACS OF CLASS IV-C

RITIKA NAGPALCHERISH JAYATE KASHVI SONDHI

RITIKA NAGPALYASHMEET SETHI AADYA KAUSHIK MEDHANSH GROVER DISHA PUGALIA RONAK MUNDHRA

RITIKA NAGPALSAMVEG JAIN MAHI SETHIA DEV NAAGAR ANNIKA JAIN SHORYA JAIN

RITIKA NAGPALHONEY NAAGAR MANSI NAAGAR KSHITIZ AGGARWAL SHRUTI JAIN HIMANSHU

RITIKA NAGPALTEJASV JAIN ARTHAV SADH MANVI KOCHAR AKSH JAIN

VIRAT SINGHAL SIDDHI JAIN ARSH VERMA

Good
Job
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Everyone including parents, teachers as well as students have established a new equilibrium 

and a new norms for learning amidst the present challenges. This year , the virtual annual day for 

class 3 was held with great zest and zeal. Our young lovelites presented a token of gratitude to all 

corona warriors by paying a tribute to the front  liners. They also laid emphasis on going-  Vocal 

for Local, to promote Swadeshi products. Though  apart, the students managed good 

connectivity by participating wholeheartedly  and made the show a grand success!!

“Learning never stops"

VIRTUAL TALENT SHOW- Grade IIIVIRTUAL TALENT SHOW- Grade III
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Believe in yourself and your capabilities.......

VIRTUAL TALENT SHOW- Grade IVVIRTUAL TALENT SHOW- Grade IV

 Academic session 2020-21 was undoub�ully a wonderful ROLLER COASTER ride for students 
as well as teachers, but under the valuable guidance  of the Director of the school, Dr. Mahima 
Malik ma'am everything  happened smoothly. In order to cherish our achievements during 
the academic session 2020-21 Virtual Annual Func�on  was  organised  for  Class 4, on 26 
January 2021. The Theme of the event was - ‘Patrio�sm’. Children par�cipated with great zeal 
and enthusiasm. Parents also expressed their perspec�ve and were grateful to the school 
management and faculty for coping with challenging period so effec�vely. In addi�on, A1 
graders of the academic session 2019-20 were acknowledged in the func�on. At last, children 
swayed the audience by their enthralling Patrio�c performances. 
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Kudos To The Talented Bunch......
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basant panchami CELEBRATION

Basant Panchami is an occasion which marks the advent of the spring season and is also celebrated to 
worship Maa Saraswa�, the Goddess of Knowledge and wisdom.This auspicious day was celebrated in 
the school  with great fervour and enthusiasm. Yellow colour is considered as the symbol of 
knowledge and wisdom. To mark the importance of this day the students were dressed in yellow 
a�re, made yellow flower impression in their sketch files via Zoom classes. In school premises a pooja 
was conducted to seek the  blessings from Goddess Saraswa�. Our school Director Dr. Mahima Malik 
Maam and Mr. Satyam Malik Sir graced the occasion with their presence. The pooja started with the 
chan�ng of Gayatri Mantra and  Saraswa� Vandana.  A posi�ve aura was created by chan�ng of 
mantras and pooja. Everyone present was enlightened with the blessings of Maa Saraswa�.
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